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Abstract—With the growing popularity of cloud computing, huge amount of documents are outsourced to the cloud for reduced
management cost and ease of access. Although encryption helps protecting user data confidentiality, it leaves the well-functioning
yet practically-efficient secure search functions over encrypted data a challenging problem. In this paper, we present a verifiable
privacy-preserving multi-keyword text search (MTS) scheme with similarity-based ranking to address this problem. To support
multi-keyword search and search result ranking, we propose to build the search index based on term frequency and the vector
space model with cosine similarity measure to achieve higher search result accuracy. To improve the search efficiency, we
propose a tree-based index structure and various adaptive methods for multi-dimensional (MD) algorithm so that the practical
search efficiency is much better than that of linear search. To further enhance the search privacy, we propose two secure
index schemes to meet the stringent privacy requirements under strong threat models, i.e., known ciphertext model and known
background model. In addition, we devise a scheme upon the proposed index tree structure to enable authenticity check over
the returned search results. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed schemes through extensive
experimental evaluation.
Index Terms—Cloud Computing, Privacy-preserving Search, Multi-keyword Search, Similarity-based Ranking, Verifiable Search
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I NTRODUCTION

C

LOUD computing is a new model of enterprise
IT infrastructure that enables ubiquitous, convenient, and on-demand network access to a shared pool
of conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) [2]. Due
to the centralized management of elastic resources, all
players in this emerging X-as-a-service (XaaS) model,
including the cloud provider, application developers,
and end-users, can reap beneﬁts. Especially, for the
end-users, they can outsource large volumes of data
and workloads to the cloud and enjoy the virtually unlimited computing resources in a pay-per-use
manner. Indeed, many companies, organizations, and
individual users have adopted the cloud platform
to facilitate their business operations, research, or
everyday needs [3].
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Despite the tremendous business and technical advantages, privacy concern is one of the primary hurdles that prevent the widespread adoption of the
cloud by potential users, especially if their sensitive
data are to be outsourced to and computed in the
cloud. Examples may include ﬁnancial and medical
records, and social network proﬁles. Cloud service
providers (CSPs) usually enforce users’ data security
through mechanisms like ﬁrewalls and virtualization.
However, these mechanisms do not protect users’
privacy from the CSP itself since the CSP possesses
full control of the system hardware and lower levels
of software stack. There may exist disgruntled, profiteered, or curious employees that can access users’
sensitive information for unauthorized purposes [4],
[5]. Although encryption before data outsourcing [6],
[7] can preserve data privacy against the CSP, it also
makes the effective data utilization, such as search
over encrypted data, a very challenging task. Without
being able to extract useful information from the
outsourced data in a secure and private manner, the
cloud will merely be a remote storage which provides
limited value to all parties.
One fundamental and common form of data utilization is the search operation, i.e., to quickly sort
out information of interest from huge amount of
data. The information retrieval community has the
state-of-the-art techniques that are readily available
to achieve rich search functionalities, such as result
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ranking and multi-keyword queries, on plaintext. For
example, cosine measure in the vector space model [8]
is a state-of-the-art similarity measure widely used in
plaintext information retrieval, which incorporates the
“term frequency (TF) × inverse document frequency
(IDF)” weight to evaluate the similarity between a
document and a particular query, and yield accurate
ranked search result. However, implementing a secure
version of such techniques over outsourced encrypted data in the cloud is not straightforward, and is
susceptible to privacy breach [9]. Although inverted
index (a.k.a. inverted ﬁle) is the most popular and efﬁcient index data structure used in document retrieval
systems, it is not directly applicable in TF-based multikeyword encrypted text search environment [9], [10],
[11], since similarity scores cannot be order preserving
when query involves multiple keywords (we chose to
only give a very brief explanation that provides root
cause but not the details).
1.1 Related Work
In the literature, searchable encryption (SE) techniques [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21] can partially address the need for secure outsourced data search as follows.
7.1 Searchable Encryption with Single Keyword:
Song et al. [16] propose the ﬁrst SE scheme, where,
to search a certain keyword in a document, user has
to go through the whole document. After this work,
many improvements and novel schemes [17], [18],
[19], [20] have been proposed. Curtmola et al. [19]
propose an inverted index based SE scheme with
extremely efﬁcient search process, but the keyword
privacy will be revealed if the corresponding keywords
have been searched. Frequency information is not
involved in the similarity evaluation processes of the
above techniques to provide accurate search functionality. In [9], [10], [11], the order-preserving techniques
are utilized to protect the sensitive frequency related
information. Due to the index and query built from
frequency related information and the inverted index
as the underlying index structure, they can achieve accurate and efﬁcient search at the same time. Boneh et
al. [12] propose the ﬁrst PKC-based SE scheme, where
anyone with public key can write to the data stored on
server but only authorized users with private key can
search. However, all of the aforementioned solutions
only support single keyword search.
7.2 Searchable Encryption with Multiple Keywords:
In the public key setting, a lot of works have been
done to realize the conjunctive keyword search, subset
search, or range queries [13], [14], [15], but they
are too computationally intensive to be implemented for practical use. Predicate encryption is another
promising technique to fulﬁll the search over encrypted data [22]. In [23], a logarithmic-time search
scheme is presented to support range queries, which

is orthogonal to our text search scenario. In text
retrieval scenario, Pang et al. [24] propose a vector
space model based secure search scheme. An access
manager is supposed to exist in their protocol except
for a document server, and additional overhead occur on the user side. Without the security analysis
for frequency information in their scheme, it is not
clear whether such sensitive information disclosure
could lead to keyword privacy infringement. Besides,
the practical search performance is absent from the
demonstration of their experiment. Cao et al. [21]
propose a privacy-preserving multi-keyword ranked
search scheme. Although with “coordinate matching”,
this scheme can produce the ranked search result
by the number of matched keywords, more accurate
ranked search result is not considered there, and the
search complexity is constant in that the cloud server
has to traverse all the indexes of the document set for
each search request.
None of the aforementioned works can achieve accurate and efﬁcient multi-keyword secure text search
supporting similarity-based ranking simultaneously.
7.3 Veriﬁable Search based on Authenticated Index
Structure: Due to possible software/hardware failure,
storage corruption, etc., cloud server may return erroneous or false search results. Search result veriﬁcation
is a desirable feature that a robust search system
would like to provide to its users.
In the plaintext database scenario, veriﬁable search
functionality has been studied extensively since the
outsourced database model emerged, e.g., [25], [26].
Most of these works adopt Merkle hash tree and
cryptographic signature techniques to construct authenticated tree structure upon which end users can
verify the correctness and completeness of the query
results. One the other hand, Pang et al. [27] also
use Merkle hash tree based authenticated structure
to enable veriﬁcation function over the query results
generated by text search engines. Similar to the works
in the database, they only consider the veriﬁcationspeciﬁc issues regardless of the search privacy preserving capabilities that we provide in this paper.
In encrypted data search scenario, Wang et al. [9]
use hash chain to construct a single keyword search
result veriﬁcation scheme. In [23], the author adapts
the veriﬁcation techniques in plaintext database to
the encrypted database but it is not applicable to our
encrypted text search scenario.
Thus, the quest for secure data search mechanisms
that can simultaneously achieve high efﬁciency and
functionality (such as expressive/usable queries) still
remains open up to date.
1.2

Our Contributions

In this paper, we address the challenges of constructing practically efﬁcient and ﬂexible encrypted data search functionalities that support multi-keyword
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queries, result ranking and result veriﬁcation. In particular, to support multi-keyword queries and search
result ranking functionalities, we propose to build the
search index based on the vector space model and
adopt the cosine similarity measure that incorporates
the TF × IDF weight for higher search accuracy. To
improve the search efﬁciency, we divide the long
vector index into multiple layers and propose a treebased index structure, where each value in a node is a
sub-vector from the long index vector. We then apply
the search algorithm, adapted from the MD-algorithm
[28], so as to realize more efﬁcient search functionality.
Our basic scheme for multi-keyword text search with
similarity-based ranking (BMTS) is secure under the
known ciphertext model. In order to further enhance
the search privacy, we propose another enhanced secure index scheme (EMTS) against sensitive frequency
information leakage to meet more stringent privacy requirements under a stronger threat model, i.e.,
known background model. Furthermore, we devise
a scheme to enable the authenticity check over the
returned search results by using hash and signature
techniques. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness
and efﬁciency of the proposed schemes through extensive experimental evaluation. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:
1) By incorporating the state-of-the-art information retrieval techniques, we propose a privacypreserving multi-keyword text search scheme supporting similarity-based ranking, which enjoys the
same ﬂexibility and search result accuracy as the stateof-the-art multi-keyword search over plaintext.
2) We propose a randomization (phantom terms) approach in the enhanced scheme to prevent sensitive
frequency information leakage thus achieving better
privacy of keywords. We show that with the proposed
methods, user can balance between search precision
and privacy.
3) With improved security guarantee, EMTS is still
comparable in search time to BMTS. In addition,
we investigated various index building methods to
speed up the search of common cases. The results
demonstrate much improved search efﬁciency compared with [21].
4) Upon the proposed index tree structure, we present
a mechanism to help users ensure the authenticity
of the returned search results in the multi-keyword
ranked encrypted text search scenario.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we present the system formulation. Then
we elaborate on the secure index schemes in Section
3. We discuss various index building methods to
accelerate the generic search process in Section 4 and
deal with the search result veriﬁcation in Section 5.
Section 6 presents the intensive performance evaluation. Finally, we draw the conclusion in Section 8.

...

Secure index tree
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Data user

Fig. 1: Framework of the search over outsourced
encrypted cloud data

2
2.1

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
System Model

The system model considered in this paper consists
of three entities: the data owner, the data user, and
the cloud server, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The data
owner outsources a huge size of document collection
DC = {d|d1 , d2 , . . . , dm } in the encrypted form C =
{c|c1 , c2 , . . . , cm }, together with an h-level searchable
index tree I generated from DC, to the cloud server.
We assume that the data user has the mutual authentication capability with the data owner. As such,
search control mechanisms can be applied here, e.g.,
broadcast encryption [19], through which the data
 Upon the
user obtains the encrypted search query Q.
 the cloud server starts searching the
receipt of Q,
index tree I and will return the corresponding set of
encrypted documents, which have been well-ranked
by our frequency based similarity measures (as will
be introduced shortly). The data user may also send
a search parameter k along with the search query
 such that the cloud server only returns the top-k
Q
most relevant documents. The capability of the user
to decrypt the received documents [6], [7] is a separate
issue and is out of the scope of this paper.
2.2

Threat Model

We assume that the cloud server acts in an “honestbut-curious” manner, which is also employed by related works on secure cloud data search [9], [21]. In other
words, the cloud server honestly follows the protocol execution, but curiosity propels him/her to the
speculation and analysis over the data and searchable
index tree available at the server. Depending on the
available information to the cloud server, two threat
models are considered here.
Known Ciphertext Model: Only the encrypted document set C, searchable index tree I and encrypted
 all of which are outsourced from the
query vector Q,
data owner, are available to the cloud server. Speciﬁcally, we intend to protect the plaintext query/index
information against the cloud server and keep the
dictionary of n keywords T = {t|t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } as
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secret that was used to build the index tree I (We
also use T̄ and Ti to indicate a subset of T , where T̄
is the keywords in a search request and Ti constitutes
the ith level of I, i = 1, . . . , h).
Known Background Model: In this stronger model,
the cloud server is equipped with more knowledge
than what can be accessed in the known ciphertext
model. In particular, the attacker may extract the statistical information from a known comparable dataset
of the similar nature to the targeted dataset, e.g., the
TF distribution information of a speciﬁc keyword.
Given such statistical information, the cloud server
is able to launch statistical attack to deduce/identify
speciﬁc keywords in the query [9], [10], [11].
2.3 Design Goals
To enable effective, efﬁcient and secure multi-keyword
ranked search over encrypted cloud data under the
aforementioned models, our mechanism is aiming to
achieve the following design goals.
Accuracy-improved Multi-keyword Ranked Search:
To design an encrypted cloud data search scheme
which not only supports the effective multi-keyword
search functionality, but also, by adoption of the
vector space model, achieves the accuracy-improved
similarity-based search result ranking.
Search Efﬁciency: Instead of linear search [21], we
explore a tree-based index structure and an efﬁcient
search algorithm to achieve better practical search
efﬁciency.
Authenticity of Search Result: To make the proposed
encrypted data search scheme veriﬁable and assure
data user of authenticity of the returned search results.
Privacy Goals: The general goal is to protect user
privacy by preventing the cloud server from learning
information of the document set, the index tree, and
the queries. In particular, search privacy requirements
that we are concerned with are 1) Index Conﬁdentiality:
the underlying plaintext information pertaining to the
encrypted index tree, e.g., keywords and TF of keywords; 2) Query Conﬁdentiality: the plaintext information regarding the encrypted query, e.g., keywords in
the query and document frequency (DF) of these keywords; 3) Query Unlinkability: whether two or more
encrypted queries are from the same search request; 4)
Keyword Privacy: the identiﬁcation of speciﬁc keyword
in the index tree, in the query or in the document set.
Note that protecting access pattern, i.e., the sequence of
returned documents, is extremely expensive since the
algorithm has to “touch” the whole document set [29].
We do not aim to protect it in this work for efﬁciency
concerns.
2.4 Preliminaries
Vector Space Model: Among many similarity measures in plaintext information retrieval, vector space
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the MD-algorithm on the MDBtree & Authentication for proposed secure index tree
model [8] is the most popular one, supporting both
conjunctive search and disjunctive search. Speciﬁcally,
document rankings are realized by comparing the
deviation of angles, i.e., cosine values, between each
document vector and the query vector. The cosine
measure allows accurate rankings due to the “TF×IDF
rule”, where TF denotes the occurrence count of a term within a document, and IDF is obtained by dividing
the total number of documents in the collection by the
number of documents containing the term. We adopt
the similarity evaluation function for cosine measure
Cos(Dd , Q) from [8], where Dd is the index vector of
document d for all the keywords in T and Q is the
query vector for keyword set T̄ . Both Dd and Q are
unit vectors.
MD-algorithm: The MD-algorithm [28] is used to ﬁnd
the k-best matches in a database that is structured as
an MDB-tree [30], as shown in Fig. 2. In the database
scenario, each level of the MDB-tree represents an
attribute domain and each attribute in that domain is
assigned an attribute value. All the attributes sharing
the same value in the upper domain forms a child
node. As such, a set of objects is allowed to be indexed
in one data structure. An important search parameter,
the prediction threshold value P̂i for each level i, is
obtained from the maximum attribute value Pi at each
level, for example, in Fig. 2, P̂i = Pi = 1.0. Fig. 2 also
shows an example that, when k = 3, the set of objects,
E, K, and J, are returned to the user and the cross signs
in the ﬁgure indicate that it is not necessary to access
the nodes below1 .

3

S ECURE I NDEX S CHEME

To achieve accurate multi-keyword ranked search, we
adopt the cosine measure to evaluate similarity scores.
In particular, we divide the original long document
index vector Dd into multiple sub-vectors such that
each sub-vector Dd,i represents a subset of keywords
1. More details of the vector space model, the MD-algorithm and
the MDB-tree can be found in the supplementary ﬁle of this paper,
[8] and [28]
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Ti of T , and becomes a part of the ith level of the
index tree I, as shown in Fig. 3. The query vector
Q is divided in the same way as Dd is done. Let Qi
be the query sub-vector at the ith level. As such, the
ﬁnal similarity score for document d can be obtained
by summing up the scores from each level. Based on
these similarity scores, the cloud server determines
the relevance of document d to the query Q and sends
the top-k most relevant documents back to the user.
By using the level-wise secure inner product scheme,
the document index vector Dd,i and the query vector
Qi are both well protected.
3.1 BMTS in Known Ciphertext Model
In order to facilitate the relevance rankings, the similarity scores, i.e., cosine values, are revealed to the
cloud server, which differs from the schemes adopted
in [21], [31]. In other words, we do not apply the
dimension extension technique to our basic scheme
in the known ciphertext model. For each level i of I,
BMTS scheme can be described as follows:
Setup In this initialization phase, the secret key SKi
is produced by the data owner, including: 1) a |Ti |-bit
randomly generated vector Si , where |Ti | is the length
of Ti ; 2) two (|Ti | × |Ti |) invertible random matrices
{M1,i , M2,i }. Hence, SKi can be denoted as a 3-tuple
{Si , M1,i , M2,i }.
GenIndex (DC, SKi ) For each document d, the data
owner generates an index vector Dd,i according to Ti ,
and each dimension is a normalized TF weight wd,t .
Next, the splitting procedure is applied to Dd,i , which
splits Dd,i into two random vectors as {Dd,i  , Dd,i  }.
Speciﬁcally, with the |Ti |-bit vector Si as a splitting
indicator, if the j th bit of Si is 0, Dd,i  [j] and Dd,i  [j]
are set as the same as Dd,i [j]; if the j th bit of Si is 1,
Dd,i  [j] and Dd,i  [j] are set to two random numbers so
that their sum is equal to Dd,i [j]. Finally, the encrypted


T
T

index vector D
d,i is built as {M1,i Dd,i , M2,i Dd,i }.
GenQuery(T̄ , SKi ) With the keywords of interest
in T̄ , the query vector Qi is generated, where each
dimension is a normalized IDF weight wq,t (wq,t = 0
for any keyword t not present in Qi ). Subsequently,
Qi is split into two random vectors as {Qi  , Qi  } with
the similar splitting procedure. The difference is that

if the j th bit of Si is 0, Qi  [j] and Qi  [j] are set to two
random numbers so that their sum is equal to Qi [j];
if the j th bit of Si is 1, Qi  [j] and Qi  [j] are set as the
i
same as Qi [j]. Finally, the encrypted query vector Q
−1
−1
is yielded as {M1,i
Qi  , M2,i
Qi  }.


SimEvaluation (D
d,i , Qi ) The cloud server executes
i as in Eq. 1.
similarity evaluation with query vector Q
th
The similarity score at the i level is:


Cos(D
d,i , Qi )
−1
−1
T
T
={M1,i
Dd,i  , M2,i
Dd,i  } · {M1,i
Qi  , M2,i
Qi  }

=Dd,i  · Qi  + Dd,i  · Qi 
=Dd,i · Qi .

(1)

Hence, the ﬁnal similarity score for document d is
h
i=1 Dd,i · Qi = Dd · Q.
Security Analysis We analyze BMTS with respect
to the search privacy requirements as described in
section 2.
1) Index conﬁdentiality and Query conﬁdentiality:


In BMTS, D
d,i and Qi are obfuscated vectors. As long
as the secret key SKi is kept conﬁdential, the cloud
server cannot infer the original vectors Dd,i or Qi .
Neither can it deduce the keywords nor the TF and
IDF information included in the documents or queries
from the result similarity scores, which appear to be
random values to the server. This has been proven in
the known ciphertext model in [31].
2) Query unlinkability: The adopted vector encryption method provides non-deterministic encryption,
in light of the random vector splitting procedure.
Thus the same search keywords will be encrypted to
 The non-linkability of search
different query vector Q.
requests can be provided to this extent. However, if a
cloud server is capable of tracking the nodes visited
and the intermediate similarity results, it is possible
for the cloud server to link the same search request
based on the same similarity scores. In this case the
search pattern or the access pattern will be leaked even
in the known ciphertext model.
3) Keyword privacy: In the known background, the
highly motivated attacker can identify a particular
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keyword by exploiting the distribution of similarity
score of this keyword (The detail explanation can be
found in the supplementary ﬁle of this paper).
In order to enhance security and boost search efﬁciency, search evaluation may be only executed at certain levels where the user-intended keywords reside;
for the other levels, we can render these similarity
scores some ﬁxed values, e.g., 0, during the execution
of both similarity score prediction and evaluation in
the search process.

3.2 EMTS in Known Background Model
The previous security analysis shows that in the
known background model, keyword privacy breach is
possible, due to the distance-preserving property of

BMTS, i.e., the cosine value calculated from D
d,i and

Qi is equal to the one from Dd,i and Qi . In order
to break such equality, we introduce some tunable
randomness into the similarity score evaluation, by
which the cloud server cannot differentiate keywords
from the particular similarity score distributions. In
addition, this randomness can be calibrated by the user to represent the user’s preference for more accurate
ranked search result versus better-protected keyword
privacy. Speciﬁcally, Ui phantom terms are added into
the query vector Qi , and we extend the index vector
Dd,i from |Ti | dimensions to |Ti | + Ui dimensions. We
denote the subset of h levels where the keywords of
interest reside as w and its size |w| ≤ h.
Our EMTS scheme is performed almost the same
as BMTS, except that at the ith level: 1) in Setup
phase, Si becomes (|Ti | + Ui )-bit long. M1,i and M2,i
are (|Ti | + Ui ) × (|Ti | + Ui ) dimensional matrices; 2) in
GenIndex phase, by choosing Vi out of Ui phantom
terms, the corresponding entries in the (|Ti | + Ui )dimensional index vector Dd,i are set to 1; 3) when
generating encrypted query, the (|Ti | + j)th entry in
Qi where j ∈ [1, Ui ] is set to a random number εi,j ;
4) The cloud server executes similarity evaluation and
obtains the ﬁnal
score for document d equal
 similarity

to (Dd · Q + i∈w j∈V̄i εi,j ), where V̄i is the set of
the Vi selected phantom terms, and it is different for
each index vector at level i.
Security Analysis We analyze EMTS again regarding
the aforementioned search privacy requirements.
1) Index conﬁdentiality and Query conﬁdentiality:
EMTS can protect index and query conﬁdentiality in
both the known ciphertext model and the known
background model, which is inherited from BMTS.
2) Query unlinkability: The introduction of randomly
generated εi,j will allow EMTS to produce different
similarity scores even for the same search request.
The value of εi,j can be adjusted to control the
level of variance thus the level of unlinkability. It
is worth noting that this query-side randomization

technique signiﬁcantly differs from [21], where randomization occurs on the index vector side and is
not possible to be tweaked as an effective privacypreserving parameter for users. Query unlinkability
is thus much enhanced compared with BMTS to the
extent that there is no easy way for the attacker to
link the queries. However, since we do not intend
to protect access pattern for efﬁciency reasons, the
returned results from the same request will always
bear some similarity which could be exploited with
powerful statistical analysis by the very motivated
cloud server. This is a trade-off that one has to make
between efﬁciency and privacy.
3) Keyword privacy: By carefully selecting phantom terms in the query, the ﬁnal similarity scores
in EMTS are obfuscated such that the corresponding
distribution is not keyword speciﬁc any more, from
which the attacker is not able to reverse-engineer
the underlying keyword as in BMTS (See the more
detailed discussion in the supplementary ﬁle).
Remarks Recently Yao et al. [32] ﬁnd that this underlying encryption method [31] is susceptible to chosen
plaintext attack. However, it is not applicable under
our deﬁned threat models, since in order to launch
such attack, the cloud server has to acquire the vector
representation of the query, which are only possessed
by the data owner and protected by BMTS and EMTS.

4 E FFICIENCY
OF
S EARCH A LGORITHM

THE

T REE - BASED

In the plaintext information retrieval community,
many well-developed techniques have been adopted
to accelerate the search process, e.g., inverted index
[33], B-tree [34], etc. However, in the ciphertext scenario, they cannot be implemented in a straightforward manner. In [9], [10], [11], [19], the inverted
index based search methods are employed to achieve
an extremely efﬁcient search process. However, these
schemes are only designed for single keyword search.
Efﬁcient range search in database [23] can be realized
by using B + -tree, but it is not applicable to the text
search scenario. The similarity score in our scheme is a
value depending on the query and has to be evaluated
in the runtime, which makes the ﬁxed tree structures,
such as B-tree or B + -tree, not suitable here. In this paper, we propose a tree-based search algorithm, which
is adapted from MDB-tree based MD-algorithm, to
enable efﬁcient multi-keyword ranked search. In what
follows, we brieﬂy introduce our tree-based search
algorithm and present some experimental results from
our implementation of the proposed tree-based search
algorithm on a real-world document set: the recent
ten years’ INFOCOM publications. We identify key
factors that affect the search efﬁciency and propose
strategies in building the index tree that effectively
speed up the search process.
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4.1 Tree-based Search Algorithm
The MD-algorithm is originally designed for plaintext
database search. In the case of privacy-preserving
similarity-based multi-keyword ranked text search,
it cannot be applied in a straightforward manner.
Instead of a numerical “attribute value” for each
attribute in the MDB-tree, our index tree structure
has to be built on vectors. The secure index scheme
described in section 3 is for this purpose and it enables
the search algorithm to take the inputs of the encrypted searchable index tree and the encrypted query, and
ensures that the search algorithm is conducted in a
secure way to protect important search privacy in the
whole search process.
Another remarkable difference between our search
algorithm and the MD-algorithm is that we cannot
set P̂i to Pi as running the MD-algorithm in database
scenario, since Pi varies for queries in our scenario
and has to be securely evaluated (as described in
section 3) in the runtime.
4.2 Impact of Prediction Threshold Value
An important factor that affects the search efﬁciency
is the prediction threshold value P̂i at each level i.
To ensure the search precision, P̂i ≥ Pi should hold
where Pi is the maximum similarity score at level
i. The tighter the prediction value of P̂i , the higher
the search efﬁciency. The reason is that the search
process can be terminated earlier without going into
unnecessary nodes. On the other hand, when P̂i < Pi ,
the search precision (a quantitative measure for search
accuracy, cf. section 6) drops while the rank privacy
(a privacy measure. cf. section 6) increases.
Strategy 1 Based on this observation, our ﬁrst efﬁciency enhancement aims to produce a better estimation of
P̂i that approximates to its ideal value Pi . We propose
the following strategy to achieve this. During the
index tree generation phase, the data owner retains
a vector Ei for each level i. This vector consists of
the maximum values at each dimension among all the
indexes at this level. Subsequently, during the query
generation phase, P̂i is equal to the inner product of
Ei and Qi , and P̂i will be set to 1 if it is greater
than 1, thus Pi ≤ P̂i ≤ 1. P̂i can be taken as an
i to the
additional search parameter to be sent with Q
cloud
server.
As
for
EMTS,
we
add
the
maximum

j∈V̄i εi,j from Qi to P̂i , and refer to this sum as the
ﬁnal prediction threshold value.
4.3 Impact of Intended Keyword Position
Another factor we observed that affects the search
efﬁciency is the position of the search keywords on the
index tree. The higher level the intended keywords
reside, the higher the search efﬁciency. This is very different from using the MD-algorithm in database scenario where all the attributes are involved in searching

the relevant objects. In the text search scenario, people
are likely to complete a search with a query only
comprising ﬁve keywords or less [35]. Consequently,
the search algorithm needs to go through a larger
number of nodes to evaluate an intended keyword
if it resides at a lower level.
Strategy 2 The insight from this observation is that the
average search time can be improved by strategically
arranging keyword position in the index tree – the
most frequently searched keywords on the top levels.
In practice, the information on the search keyword
distribution can be extracted from the user search
history.
4.4

Impact of Index Vector Clustering

Another idea for improving the search efﬁciency is to
cluster “similar” index vectors.The improved efﬁciency comes from the reduced number of accessed nodes
in the index tree, but at the expense of lower search
precision. The bigger each cluster is, the higher the
search efﬁciency, but the lower the search precision.
Strategy 3 To maximize the possibility of clustering,
the length of the index vector at each level should
be as short as possible (but at least achieve 80-bit
symmetric key security [31]) in order to group the
“similar” indexes. Inspired by the k-means method,
which is the most widely used clustering technique
in the data mining community [36], we use Euclidean
distance (Ed) as a metric to cluster “close enough”
vectors, e.g., when Ed < 1. For EMTS, we may
ﬁrst cluster original index vectors, and then execute
dimension extension.
Remarks The original combination of the MDalgorithm and the MDB-tree is not directly applicable
for efﬁcient search over vector indexes. From the extensive experiments on our prototype implementation
of the search algorithm (cf. the supplementary ﬁle
for detailed experimental result), we identiﬁed three
efﬁciency-crucial factors and proposed effective strategies to improve the practical search efﬁciency with
our vector indexes. Although the worst case search
complexity is no better than linear search that is the
state-of-the-art search efﬁciency in the multi-keyword
encrypted text search scenario, this much less timeconsuming tree-based search algorithm represents a
solid step forward on the utilization of encrypted
cloud data in practice. From the security point of
view, the entire search process does not introduce
new privacy vulnerability when used with our secure
index scheme. In particular, our scheme is secure
against search time analysis, i.e., the cloud server cannot infer speciﬁc keyword by the difference of search
time, even if he/she knows that the keyword resides
at a certain level. In fact, for efﬁciency, the cloud
server performs level-selected similarity evaluation
(see section 3), such that he/she has already possessed
the keyword position information. There are at least
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80 dimensions in an index vector at each level, and
all the words falling into this level have almost the
same search time. This effectively blinds one keyword
within at least 79 other keywords at the same level.
In addition, the cloud server has no knowledge about
which concrete set of keywords are selected to build
this level without the dictionary T . Therefore, it is not
possible to differentiate these keywords or identify a
particular keyword of interest.

5

S EARCH R ESULT V ERIFICATION

Due to possible data corruption, software malfunction, and intention to save computational resources
by the cloud server, etc., search result returned to the
user may be false or contain errors. A mechanism to
verify the authenticity of the search results by the user
is desirable. Thus in this section we aim to design
an authenticity check mechanism over the returned
search results to address this problem. First, we have
the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition. The authenticity of the returned search results
includes three aspects: 1) Correctness: the returned search
results do exist in the dataset and remain unmodiﬁed; 2)
Completeness: no qualiﬁed documents are omitted from
the search results; 3) Freshness: the returned results are
acquired from the latest version of the dataset.
Our design should allow the user to verify the
above properties. The main idea behind our scheme
is to let cloud server return the minimum sub-tree
of the proposed secure index tree. Then data user
searches this minimum tree using the same search
algorithm as the cloud server did, which sufﬁces to
assure user of the authenticity of the query results.
However, to realize this design goal, we must be able
to have the returned minimum index tree authenticated ﬁrst. After that, by using the proposed search
algorithm, we could achieve the deﬁned objectives
readily. Data owner could turn the existing secure
index tree structure into an authenticated one through
cryptographic signature σ (e.g., RSA signature) and
collision-resistant hash function h (e.g., SHA-1) as
follows.
At the leaf node, the data owner computes the hash
values hIDi of each document IDi within this node
in the forms of {h(IDi ||Φ(IDi ))}1≤i≤z , where || represents concatenation, Φ(IDi ) denotes the content of the
document IDi and z is the total number of documents
in this leaf node. Then the data owner could generate
the hash value of this node as h(hID1 ||...||hIDz ). For
example, in Fig. 2, the leaf node hash value h1 can be
generated from documents A, B and thus is deﬁned to
be h(hA ||hB ). For each non-leaf node at the ith level,


every index D
d,i is with its hash value h(Dd,i ||hchild ),
where hchild is the hash value of its child node. Let

h(D
d,i ) = h(e1 ||...||eni ), in which e is the coordinate

of the vector index D
d,i and ni is its dimension. The

hash value of this non-leaf node can be generated by
hashing all the index hash values within. For instance,
in Fig. 2, h10 = h(D
A,3 ||h1 ) and the hash value of this
node is h(h10 ||h11 ). Similarly, the data owner hashes
all the index hash values inside the root node to obtain
hr , e.g., hr = h(h25 ||h26 ||h27 ) in Fig. 2. Then the data
owner signs this hash value σ(hr ) and outsources it
to the cloud server.
To execute the query result veriﬁcation, the cloud
server sends back the ﬁnal ranked search results
along with minimum secure index tree, and the corresponding auxiliary information aux including the
hash values of the unreturned documents in the leaf
nodes in this minimum tree, the hash values of the
necessary non-leaf nodes outside the sub-tree, which
are not accessed in the search process, and the root
signature σ(hr ). Given these information, the data
user can validate the tree structure by verifying the
signature σ(hr ), i.e., the order of the nodes (leaf
and non-leaf nodes), the order and integrity of the
vector indexes in the non-leaf nodes, and the order
and integrity of documents in the leaf nodes. Take
Fig. 2 for example, the requested documents are E,
K and J. The minimum index tree returned is also
shown in Fig. 2 but without the structures below the
cross signs. Set the auxiliary information aux to be
{hI , h(h19 ||h20 ), h(h14 ||h15 )}, σ(hr ). As such, the data
user can compute hr easily and verify the root signature. Now the data user can search this minimum
 and be
secure index tree with the encrypted query Q
convinced that all the intended documents with the
keywords of interest have been returned.
Remarks Only data owner can issue the valid root
signature σ(hr ). Thus, any data corruption would lead
to a mismatch with the signed root of the secure
index tree. By verifying σ(hr ), data user can be assured of the existence of the returned documents in
the dataset and their integrity. After searching the
veriﬁed sub-tree by using the same search algorithm,
data user is able to check whether the ranking order
of the returned documents is correct and all the
qualiﬁed documents are retrieved. As a result, the
proposed scheme can achieve the deﬁned objectives
of Correctness and Completeness. For Freshness, the data
owner could add time stamp into the root signature
as σ(hr ||ts), where ts indicates the date of index
update last time. Data user can obtain this information
from the data owner along with the encrypted query.
As such, we make the whole secure search system
veriﬁable and the proposed search result veriﬁcation
scheme satisﬁes our design goal.

6

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

To evaluate the overall performance of our proposed
techniques, we implemented the entire secure search
system using JAVA on a Linux Server with Intel Core
i3 Processor 3.3GHz. The document set is built from
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the recent ten years’ IEEE INFOCOM publications,
including about 3600 publications, from which we extract about 9000 keywords. In this section we present
the detailed performance result. The documents and
keywords used in the evaluation are selected randomly from the created document sets.
1) Precision and Privacy To evaluate the impact on
the accuracy of search result introduced by phantom
terms in EMTS, we adopt the deﬁnition of “precision”
in [21]. Namely, the “precision” of a top-k search is
deﬁned as Pk = k  /k where k  is the number of
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Fig. 7: Search efﬁciency, with the same 10 keywords.
(a) For the different size of document set with the
same dictionary, n = 4000, k = 10. (b) For the different number of retrieved documents with the same
document set and dictionary, m = 1000, n = 4000.
the real top-k documents that are returned by the
cloud server. Fig. 4(a) shows that with a small σ,
the effectiveness of the search scheme is not affected
much. The user can still enjoy almost the same search
result as BMTS. On the other hand, we evaluate the
“rank privacy” obtained from introducing phantom
terms, whose deﬁnition is also adopted from [21], i.e.,
k =
the
privacy at point k is calculated as P
 rank
2
pk /k . For every document d in the returned top-k
documents, let the rank perturbation pk be |ud − ud  |,
where ud is the rank number of document d in the
returned top-k documents and it is set to k if greater
than k, and ud  is its rank number in the real ranked
documents. As shown in Fig. 4(b), large σ provides
better protection of rank information in EMTS. It is
worth noting that σ is a tunable search parameter at
the discretion of the user. The selection of different
σ reﬂects his/her predilection for the better effectiveness of the search scheme or the better protected rank
privacy and keyword privacy (see section 3.2).
2) Construction for Index Tree Fig. 5(a) shows that
the time cost for building the index tree is nearly
linear to the number of the documents, given the
same dictionary. Fig. 5(b) shows that with the same
document set, the index construction time is proportional to the number of keywords in the dictionary.
On the other hand, considering the massive storage
capacity and low storage cost in the cloud, the storage
overhead is practical and completely affordable (cf.
the supplementary ﬁle of this paper).
3) Query Generation Fig. 6(a) demonstrates that
when |Ti | is ﬁxed, the time cost for generating an
encrypted query is only linear to the number of levels
where the searched keywords reside. Since we may
place the most frequently searched keywords on the
top levels of I, a good portion of queries are only
generated for a few limited levels. As such, when |Ti |
is chosen properly, the average query generation can
be extremely efﬁcient, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
4) Search Efﬁciency The time cost of our proposed
encrypted cloud data search is much more efﬁcient
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than [21] and baseline search as shown in Fig. 7(a).
In addition, with the increased size of document set,
our two proposed schemes enjoy almost the same and
nearly constant search time. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates
that when user requests more relevant documents, our
search algorithm is still extremely efﬁcient.

[11]

7

[12]

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we ﬁrst exploit the popular similarity
measure, i.e., vector space model with cosine measure,
to effectively procure the accurate search result. We
propose two secure index schemes to meet various
privacy requirements in the two threat models. Eventually, the leakage of sensitive frequency information
can be avoided. To boost search efﬁciency, we propose
a tree-based index structure for the whole document
set. From the utilization of the prototype of our secure
search system, we identify three essential efﬁciencyrelated factors, by which the efﬁciency of the search
algorithm upon our index tree can be signiﬁcantly
improved. In addition, we make the whole search
process veriﬁable in case that users want to ensure
the authenticity of the returned search results. Finally,
thorough evaluation on the real-world document set
demonstrates the performance of BMTS and EMTS in
terms of search effectiveness, efﬁciency and privacy.
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